CD72, a negative regulator of B-cell responsiveness.
The ability of lymphocytes to respond to antigenic or mitogenic stimulation is regulated not only by specific receptor proteins, but also by both positive and negative regulatory proteins that set or fine-tune the threshold for responsiveness. CD72 is one such regulatory protein on B lymphocytes. It is a member of the C-type lectin superfamily and is expressed on the surface of B cells from the pro-B through the mature B-cell stage. Studies with anti-CD72 antibodies have suggested a positive regulatory role for CD72 in B-cell activation. However, the cytoplasmic tail of CD72 contains two potential immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs, one of which has been shown to recruit the tyrosine phosphatase SHP- 1. These features suggest a negative regulatory role for CD72. We have generated CD72-deficient mice to elucidate the physiological role of CD72 in B-lymphocyte development and activation. Our analyses of these mice and their B-cell compartment demonstrate that CD72 is a nonredundant regulator of B-cell development and a negative regulator of B-cell responsiveness.